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Pixelmator Team releases AI-powered Pixelmator Photo for iPad
Published on 04/09/19
The Pixelmator Team today released the AI-powered Pixelmator Photo, a brand new app that
gives photographers all the tools they need to edit photos on iPad - a collection of
nondestructive, desktop-class color adjustments, AI that enhances photographs like a pro
photographer, full RAW support, a magical Repair tool to remove unwanted objects from
photos, a set of gorgeous presets inspired by analog photographic films, and more.
Vilnius, Lithuania - The Pixelmator Team today released the AI-powered Pixelmator Photo,
a brand new app that gives photographers all the tools they need to edit photos on iPad a collection of nondestructive, desktop-class color adjustments, AI that enhances
photographs like a pro photographer, full RAW support, a magical Repair tool to remove
unwanted objects from photos, a set of gorgeous presets inspired by analog photographic
films, and more.
"Pixelmator Photo is an unbelievably powerful and incredibly easy to use photo editor for
iPad," said Saulius Dailide, one of the founders of the Pixelmator Team. "It brings an
extensive collection of tools that experienced photographers know and love but, thanks to
its clean and intuitive interface, it makes these powerful tools accessible even to
beginner users. And with ML Enhance, the most intelligent and advanced automatic photo
enhancement tool in any app, truly anyone can create great-looking shots in seconds."
With an extensive collection of powerful, nondestructive color adjustments, Pixelmator
Photo brings a desktop photo editing experience to iPad. It includes foundational tools
like Brightness, Exposure, and Shadows & Highlights, time-tested photo editing classics,
such as Levels and Curves, as well adjustments for adding film-style grain, selectively
adjusting colors, correcting white balance, and many others. What's more, the Repair and
Crop tools let photographers perfect all the details that go into great-looking shots,
like removing blemishes or unwanted objects, as well as adjusting the composition of
photos, their perspective, and more.
Pixelmator Photo takes full advantage of breakthrough artificial intelligence, using
machine learning to power automatic image enhancement and automatic cropping. The ML
Enhance feature automatically improves photos like a pro photographer. Using a Core
ML-powered algorithm trained on 20 million professional photos, it intelligently enhances
exposure, white balance, and every individual color range of an image. ML Crop, also
powered by Core ML, crops photos to make them more striking and compositionally
eye-catching. Photographers can use ML Crop freely or they can choose the best crop for
their selected image proportions by using ML Crop together with aspect ratio presets.
The magical Repair tool, enhanced by machine learning, lets users easily remove blemishes,
imperfections, and even entire objects from photos. The Repair tool recreates complex
backgrounds with ease, so even if you didn't quite get the perfect shot the first time
around, you can use image editing magic to make sure the final photo looks its best.
With a wide range of color adjustments presets inspired by analog photographic films,
Pixelmator Photo lets users apply a specific style or look to a photo with just a tap.
Included with the app are collections based on classic photographic films, modern films,
as well as presets designed for landscape, urban, and night photography. Adjustment
presets in Pixelmator Photo have also been developed to work seamlessly with ML Enhance.
When a photo has already been automatically enhanced, the stylistic changes are applied
alongside the most important automatic adjustments. This ensures consistently beautiful
presets on every photo.
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Pixelmator Photo:
https://www.pixelmator.com/photo/
Purchase and Download (App Store):
https://itunes.apple.com/app/pixelmator/id1444636541
Vimeo Video:
https://vimeo.com/309300182/057d34181e
Color Adjustments (Screenshot):
http://pixelmator-download.s3.amazonaws.com/press/photo/Pixelmator-Photo-ColorAdjustments.png
ML Enhance (Screenshot):
http://pixelmator-download.s3.amazonaws.com/press/photo/Pixelmator-Photo-ML-Enhance.png
Press Kit (ZIP):
http://pixelmator-download.s3.amazonaws.com/press/Pixelmator-Photo-Press-Kit.zip

Founded in 2007 by two brothers, Saulius Dailide and Aidas Dailide, the Pixelmator Team
develops powerful image editing apps for Mac and iOS. The team's apps have been honored
with multiple Mac App of the Year awards, an iPad App of the Year award, an Apple Design
Award, and many others. Pixelmator for iPad was featured at the Apple Special Event in
October 2014. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2007-2019 Pixelmator. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, iPhone, iPad, and macOS are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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